R. Morris [6] has proposed a probabilistic algorithm that maintains an approximate count in the interval 1 to « using only about log 2 log 2 n bits. Approximate counting (with a binary base) starts with counter C= 1. After n incréments C should contain a good approximation to L_ log 2 n J ; thus C should be increased by 1 after another n incréments approximately. Since only C is known the algorithm has to base its décision on the content of C alone. The following principle is used to incrément the counter: f 0 with probability l-2~c ( 1 with probability 2
Compare Flajolet [2] for a more detailed description. In the same paper a detailed analysis of this algorithm is presented and the following results are shown: THEOREM 1: After n successive incréments the average content C" of the counter satisfies: r log 2 (*) Received January 1989, accepted in January 1990. We thank an anonymous référée for his/her guidance concerning a better présentation of this paper.
C) Department of Algebra Flajolet achieves this result by Computing the probability p n t of having counter value / after n incréments:
*-(-3(-3-(-Î)
The quantities In the sequel we analyze the quantities in (3) by an alternative approach which avoids completely the unpleasant real analysis by making use of a classical lemma from the calculus of fînite différences. This method has been attributed by Knuth [5] to S. O. Rice. where the summation on / can be extended to infinity without changing the value. Since we get immediately the following identity for C n which we state as a Proposition, since it is interesting in its own right.
With we may write (6) as with /(*) = 2~zô z _ 1 .
The most significant pôle of <«; z}f(z) different from 1, . . ., n is z = 0, and the residue is Compare [4] , where a closely related constant with relevance to digital search trees was evaluated by the authors and J. Schoissengeier.
Finally it should be noted that the expansion to arbitrary bases of the counter can be analyzed in the same style.
